
Date:
06/10/2004
Location:
La Verpillière 
(38, Isère, France)

Construction site:
Construction of 
a restaurant, car park
construction
(duration: 3 months)

Machine: 
MECALAC 12MXT 

Driver: 
Mr Richard ROCHIER

Accessories used:
Back hoe 600, 450,
cleaning bucket, 4x1
bucket, adapted pallet lift
on stabilisers+ hydraulic
curb stone gripper

Company: 
Rhonatra, 
Rental with driver

Contact:  
Jean Georges LAZARI-
DIS, Dispatcher

Workforce: 
around 30 persons

Dealer:
Framateq Rhône Alpes

Seller:
Michel GEOFFRAY
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EASY POSITIONING 
OF CURB STONES WITH MECALAC

Mecalac
P.A.E. des Glaisins
2, av. du Pré de Challes 
F - 74940 Annecy-le-Vieux
Tel. : +33 (0)4 50 64 01 63
Fax : +33 (0)4 50 64 02 79
www.mecalac.com

Placing of curb stones with hydraulic gripper

<

▲Based in the Lyon region, the compa-
ny Rhonatra rents a dozen Mecalac
machines with driver. They now only rent
two excavators as almost their entire
fleet has been replaced with Mecalac
machines. On this site, the Mecalac
12MXT is rented with its regular driver
Mr Rochier, to the company SCREG
SUD EST, a road work and utility network
specialist. 

Originally an excavator driver, Mr Rochier
quickly adapted to use of the Mecalac: «I
received a half-day training with an
experienced driver and I quickly
learnt how to handle the machine!».
The presence of a versatile machine on
site was absolutely essential. Mr Rochier
uses the back hoes, clearing bucket, 4 in
1 bucket and curb stone gripper every
day.
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EASY POSITIONING OF CURB STONES WITH MECALAC

In fact, like most of the Mecalac
machines at Rhonatra, this machine is
equipped for placing curb stones. This
function requires a hydraulic curb stone
gripper with adjustable length, and a pal-
let lift fastened to the end of the arm (with
a rapid coupling) or on the stabilisers.
With a pallet load of curb stones secured
to the stabilisers, the machine is fully
autonomous and only one operator is
required to effortlessly pick up and place
the curb stones (110 kg) with the gripper.

For Mr Brousse, SCREG site foreman,
this configuration is ideal: «We can use
this machine for earth moving work
and placing curb stones. We have
used curb stone handling machines in
the past, but you have to lay many
metres of curbing before they beco-
me profitable»

His colleague, Mr Rosati, SCREG site
manager, adds: «In town, the Mecalac
takes up very little space and the 
turret renders it extremely versatile
but most important, the Mecalac
increases the work rate on site»
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Curb stone placing 
with adapted pallet 
lift on stabilisers
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Mr Rochier, Mecalac driver
and Mr Rosati, SCREG site
manager

<

Preparation of
concrete before 
placing the curb
stones
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